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Sharing Spaces
St. Matthew’s Bracondale House
707 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, Ontario M6C 4A1

Health & Wellness Workshops
You may think you’re eating the right foods …
You may think you’re not at risk for diabetes…
But learning how to live healthier is better
than gambling with your future.

Oct 21st

Nov 18th
1-3pm

Dec 16th
(Every 3rd Wed)
Lower Level

What’s in it for you?





Nutrition and eating healthy on a budget
Learning how to read labels and count carbs
Find out how to manage high blood pressure, high cholesterol, weight
Appointments can be made after presentations

Sign up at the office with Melissa or Carrie!
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Editor’s letter
From the desk of Deborah Erwin
Communications and Fundraising Coordinator
The fall edition of Sharing Spaces is a good
mix of need-to-know articles and fun
diversions. And here’s the good news: both
types of content will keep your mind sharp!
There is lots of novelty at Bracondale these
days. If you’ve gone down to the basement lately you will have
noticed our newly installed retractable wall partitions (funded by
the Federal Government). These “floating” walls allow us to triple
the functional space of our lower level recreation area, meaning
we can host a choir rehearsal, exercise class and an afternoon
tea simultaneously. The great thing is when we have large
gatherings like our Christmas Dinner, we can open up the space
once again.
Another new addition to our family is the popular iPad/tablet
program (run by ETAG). Those who have already taken a run at
learning how to use these touchscreen devices will have tasted
the wonder of the internet. I hope the experience leads you to
explore. Pages 8-13 are for those who are bravely taking their
first cyber plunge. It can be daunting and frustrating learning a
new subject, especially one as far-reaching but take things one
stride at a time. This edition also features some great information
about hoarding, hospital wrist bands, Alzheimer’s and shingles.
Need a recipe for dinner-time inspiration? There is a fabulous
Chicken, Mushroom and Asparagus Pie waiting to be made.
Thank you to everyone for your submissions & enjoy our
beautiful, Canadian fall season!
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Staff notes
From the desk of Melissa Scott
Housing Manager

What is hoarding?
Hoarding is the excessive collection of items
and the inability to discard them. Hoarding is a
barrier to normal mental functioning and poses
many health and safety issues in your home.

Signs of Hoarding:






Holding onto items that most people would consider having
no value (examples: old/broken televisions/small appliances,
flyers, junk mail, newspapers, old clothing, broken items,
books, empty food containers)
Lack of functional living space. (Examples: not being able to
sleep in the bed, not being able to use the kitchen for
cooking, not being able to sit on the couch or other furniture.)
Unsanitary living space (example: pest problem, dirty living
space.)
Collecting broken items from other people’s garbage.

How do I recognize hoarding?
The following are some examples of how an apartment looks
when a person hoards items:
Kitchen
 Freezer and fridge may have expired or old food
 Food, jars and other items may clutter the shelves, cabinet,
and countertop.
 Bills or papers on the kitchen counters or table
SMBH | Autumn 2015
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Bathroom:
 (Expired) medications in the bathroom and (old) makeup
may clutter the shelves
 Using the bathtub to store papers
 Moving dressers or other furniture in the bathroom to store
items.
Bedroom:
 Items piled under, on top or beside the bed
 Too much clothing or shoes in the bedroom (may be piling up
on the ground, overflowing from closets)
Living Room:
 Items cover the couch, and other furniture.
 Stacks of items cover the living room floor.
 Multiple televisions that do not work

Why do people hoard?
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Sentimental/emotional attachment – represents history or
memories of an event.
Sense of loyalty – a gift from a family member or friend may
be difficult to get rid of.
Fatigue
Fear/anxiety
Change in health – a stroke,
dementia or other health
ailment may make it difficult
to manage household duties
resulting in increased clutter.
Love of shopping
Loneliness

Why is Hoarding a problem?
Fire hazard – stacks of papers can pose a fire risk, this is
especially true if you smoke inside your apartment.
Risk of falling – when your living conditions are disorganized
and you have accumulated a lot of items, you can easily trip and
fall over them. A simple trip and fall can easily result in a fracture
that could cause many health complications.
Unsanitary living conditions:

Pests and rodents thrive in environments where there is
a
lot of clutter. Having a lot of clutter also makes it extremely
difficult for pest control companies to effectively treat your
apartment and eliminate the problem.

Mold is often found on items. Living with mold affects your air
quality and can cause respiratory problems.
Medical problems and complexities:

If you hoard food, you may accidently eat something that has
expired and have a chance of stomach upset or food
poisoning.

Hoarding medications could result in confusion, leading to
accidental overdosing, or forgetting to take your medications

Hoarding expired makeup or skin lotions could result in skin
infections or irritation.

Bacteria levels in a hoarder’s home can be very high
resulting in infections and frequent hospitalizations.

SMBH | Autumn 2015
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Program Update
Yoga Classes with Betty Ann McKenzie
Fall session runs from Oct. 5 to Dec. 9, 2015
10:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Cost is $20.00 for 20 classes
Betty Ann’s gentle chair yoga lets you do what your body will let
you do and provides a safe, fun way to improve your quality of
life.
Benefits of yoga include sounder sleep, increased energy,
reduced stress, reduced pain and stiffness from arthritis and
increased muscular strength. If you are uncertain whether or not
you can participate in this class, please consult your doctor.

Thanksgiving Day Dinner
Mon. Oct. 12, 2015
1:00 p.m.
$14.00 per person
Tenants are invited to join us for this wonderfully festive holiday
meal of roast turkey and all the trimmings prepared by Margaret
in our Bracondale kitchen. Due to the popularity of this dinner,
only Bracondale tenants will be allowed to sign up. Guest will not
be permitted. Please sign up and pay in advance at the office.

Smile Theatre Performance - "Newfoundland Mary"
Thurs. Oct. 15, 2015
2:00 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION
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A poor Cuban factory worker wants to become a singer like Frank
Sinatra, but he needs help to realize his dream. There is only one
person who can assist him; the very wealthy and larger than life
Newfoundland Mary. This musical love story follows the evolving
relationship between two people from very different worlds. This
heart-warming original score features Cuban music, Newfoundland
jigs and ballads.

Sutherland Chan Massage Therapy (Session 2)
Thursdays
Oct. 22 - Nov. 26, 2015
1:15 p.m. or 2:15 p.m.
FREE
There are 5 Massage treatments given in your own apartment by
massage therapy students and supervised by an instructor. A sign
up list is available now. Please register at the Main Office.

Halloween Tea & Storytelling
Tues. Oct. 27, 2015
3:00 p.m.
$4.00 - coffee, tea and some special treats
Do you have a spooky story to share? Fact or Fiction? Ghouls or
goblins? Everyone is welcome. Eat, drink and be scary!

Volunteer Coffee Hour
Last Friday of every Month
10:30 a.m.
FREE

"How beautiful a day can be
when kindness touches it!"
~George Elliston

Each month we honour our volunteers who assist in the office,
kitchen and garden. We also recognise board members, Advisory
Committee members, fundraising event assistants and many more.

SMBH | Autumn 2015
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“I had such a great time!”
- a Bracondale participant

iPad Tutoring for Beginners
Every Thursday
1.30pm + 2:30pm
Sign up at the office for each week (Spots fill up quickly)

For over a year now, we have been listening to seniors' requests for a
computer-related class.
Now's your chance. If you've ever been curious about computers and
would like to know the basics, sign up!
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NEW PROGRAM!
The individual tutoring is done on tablets (no, we don't mean solid slabs of
stone). We use iPads which are similar to Kobos, Kindles or other
touchscreen reading devices. Think of them as hand-held computers
which can be fantastic reference and communication tools.
If you're not well acquainted with
computers or simply feel nervous using
one, take our class so you have a better
handle on how one works and how it can
make life a little easier. You'll be taught
how to navigate independently, to use the
internet with ease and to send emails.
A little intimidated by computers? Come to a class and learn how to
avoid scams and viruses so you can protect yourself, select privacy
settings and go online with confidence.
The opportunities for you are endless ...
For many, computers and other smart devices have replaced the big old
yellow phone book. Let’s say you need to look up your doctor’s phone
number and address … it takes about 30 seconds to access such
information online.

Curious about Google? Tech-savvy people know it’s a “search engine”
but if that’s not a familiar term for you, think of it as a massive database
and encyclopedia with instant access to copious amounts of information.
In fact, the term “Google” is not just a company name but has become a
household verb. Soon you'll be "Google-ing" things faster than your
grandkids!

SMBH | Autumn 2015
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What’s Facebook and Skype? In a sentence, they are great
ways of communicating with your family and friends: share
photos, stories, chat ...
Like to play classic games? Bridge, Euchre, Poker, Scrabble
and Backgammon? Did you know you can play these online from
the comfort of your couch while competing with others? There
are also websites like Netflix—a treasure trove of TV shows and
movies.
Want to explore the convenience of shopping online? Not just
for the fun stuff like clothing, shoes and books, but also for
necessities like groceries and vitamins.
If you're a member of the Toronto Public
Library, there's no need to trek all the way
to your local branch to find out if they have
your next best read. Go onto their website to search through their
catalogue for book titles, magazines, DVDs or CDs. In fact, if it's
not sitting on a shelf at your closest branch, you can place a hold
on an item. Once it's ready for pick up, you'll get a message.
Using tablets might seem foreign, fearful and maybe even
"not for you". But you'll be surprised by what you can find on
the internet. And like most things, it gets easier the more you
learn.
This six-month program is run by ETAG
and offers a step-by-step approach to
learning. As we are a non-profit organization, this new program is
funded by the Ontario Government.
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Have you visited our website?
We’re online at www.smbh.ca
This is what we call our HOME
PAGE — the first screen you see.

We also post lots of
photos from our events
and activities for you to
peruse. Check them out!
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Click here for
applications, market rent
costs and floorplans

Go here for all our program
information including
monthly calendars, menus
and quarterly newsletters
(what you’re reading now)

Click here for all program
updates and announcements.
We update this almost daily!

This is called a “Twitter
feed”, a way of
displaying our messages
on twitter.com
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Have you visited our Facebook page?
If you have an account online, search for us under “Bracondale House”.

This is where
Bracondale makes
announcements
Your friends +
family

What can you do here?
Connect with family members + friends (and reconnect with ones you’ve lost touch with)
View their photos and posts (public messages), i.e. baby photos, family events
Reply to posts and send private messages to friends + family
Add your own photos to show family + friends (Note: security settings allow you to limit
who sees your photos, posts and page)
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A glimpse at our Twitter page ...
If you have an account online, search for @BracondaleHouse. This It’s a
great way to connect with family members, friends and other likeminded people … you can also look for old friends!

Those you “follow” appear
here. You choose people/
agencies you trust as
sources of news/topics.

This is called a
“Tweet” or a
message that is
limited to 140
characters.
Often there are
links to other
web pages.

What’s all the fuss with “Twitter”?
News happens here first! Before hitting the TV, radio and newspapers. Read headlines
and news items, only seconds after they happen. Just “Follow” news agencies.
Check for TTC updates and traffic accidents.
Keep up with celebrity & entertainment news by “Following” your favourite stars.

SMBH | Autumn 2015
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We’ve moved …
Yvette Rinfret
Diana Kusior
Len Fox
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Caution: Hospital wrist bands
By Linda MacDonald, Resident

If you go to a hospital with any regularity, you are probably aware
that moments after you arrive, you are issued with a wrist
band. There are two types:
1. For a straightforward meeting with a doctor or therapist, the
wrist band gives your name, address, date of birth and the
doctor's name and hospital.
2. For procedures (scans and tests), the wrist band contains the
same information as the first, but also has a fairly long bar code.
Any product you buy has a bar code which contains important
information about that product: where it originated, when it was
produced, when it was shipped, its destination and expiry
date. In the same way, your wrist band bar code contains
personal and sensitive information about you. It might contain
your conditions, procedures you have had, medications you are
taking, and your allergies.
So for your own privacy protection, it is important that you
dispose of the wrist band responsibly. When you arrive home,
rather than simply cutting it off your wrist and placing it in the
garbage, cut it into as many vertical strips as you can
manage. What you are trying to do is separate as many of the
bars as possible, making it impossible for anyone with the means
to do so, to read it. The same goes for the printed information on
the band, breaking up your name, address and doctor's name.
When you are done, you will have a small pile of straight confetti
that is safe to throw out.
We have all heard horror stories of patient records ending up in
dumpsters or embedded in the ice of a frozen sidewalk. Think of
your wrist band bar code as a patient record that has to be
shredded prior to disposal. And be safe.
SMBH | Autumn 2015
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All about Alzheimer’s ...
According to the Alzheimer Society of Canada, 747,000 Canadians
were living with Alzheimer’s Disease and other dementias in 2011.
This represents 14.9 percent of our nation’s senior population
(those 65+). The risk for developing dementia doubles every five
years once you reach the age of 65.
What are some early symptoms of Alzheimer’s Disease?






Short-term memory loss
Judgment impairment
Personality disturbances
Other neurological difficulties: language, motor activity,
problems with sensation
Some loss of long-term memory

To prevent its onset, there are 3 THINGS YOU CAN DO:
1. Reboot your diet
2. Exercise regularly
3. Keep your mind active
Let’s walk through all three together …

+
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+

Alzheimer's prevention: a healthy
diet

Good Fats
Lean
Protein
Complex
Carbs

Diet




Steer clear of trans-fats and saturated fats which are found in
red meats among other foods.
Eat foods high in antioxidants like vitamins C and E
Consume lots of fruits, vegetables and fish rich in omega-3 oils

Chicken breast

Green, yellow or
red peppers

Almonds

SMBH | Autumn 2015
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What to eat:
Low-in-fat foods: lean meats like chicken breast, soft margarine
(instead of butter and hard margarine)
For Vitamin C: Peppers, broccoli, brussel sprouts, guava, oranges
For Vitamin E: Spinach, almonds, sunflower seeds, hazelnuts,
Cereal

Exercise
Regular physical exercise can reduce your risk of developing
Alzheimer’s Disease by 50 per cent.
To maintain cognitive fitness, gradually work up to 150 minutes of
cardio and strength training per week (i.e. brisk walking, dancing,
using a stationary bike).

Staying mentally fit
Break out a mental sweat! Spend at least 20 minutes doing mental
exercises three times a week. You can reduce your chance of
developing Alzheimer’s by up to 70 percent. The activity needs to:


Engage your attention



Involve more than one of your senses.



Break a routine activity in an unexpected, nontrivial way.

Activities to do: reading, writing, playing board games & doing
puzzles like crosswords, sodoku and word searches.
Sources: The Alzheimer Society of Canada, Alzheimer’s Research & Prevention
Foundation, Dieticians of Canada.
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Memory Quiz: (Answer each with TRUE or FALSE)
1. From time to time, I forget what day of the week it is.
2. Sometimes when I’m looking for something, I forget what it
is that I’m looking for.
3. My friends and family seem to think that I’m more forgetful
now than I used to be.
4. Sometimes I forget the names of my friends.
5. It's hard for me to add two-digit numbers without writing
them down.
6. I frequently miss appointments because I forget them.
7. I rarely feel energetic.
8. Small problems upset me more than they once did.
9. It's hard for me to concentrate for even an hour.
10. I often misplace my keys, and when I find them, I often
can't remember putting them there.
11. I frequently repeat myself.
12. Sometime I get lost, even when I'm walking/driving somewhere I've been before.
13. Sometimes I forget the point I'm trying to make.
14. To feel mentally sharp, I depend upon caffeine.
15. It takes longer for me to learn things than it used to.
See what your score means on page 44.

SMBH | Autumn 2015
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Shingles Fact Sheet
What you need to know …
What is it?
Shingles is a viral infection that
causes a painful rash. The rash
usually appears as a single stripe
of blisters that wraps around either side of your torso.
How do you get it?
If you’ve had chicken pox (varicella zoster) you are at risk of the
virus’ reactivation, typically after age 50. The virus tends to flare
up again when a person’s immune system is compromised by
another health problem.
What are some common symptoms?
Sufferers will experience pain, tingling or itching then a painful
rash. A red rash develops a few days after the pain. Others
include sensitivity to touch, fever, headache, fatigue and fluidfilled blisters that break open and crust over.
What can you do to prevent a flare up?
Vaccines reduce your chances by 4 to 12 times, compared to
those who are not immunized. According to Health Canada, the
vaccine is recommended for most people 60 and over. However,
it’s best to consult your doctor as it’s not advised for those with
certain allergies and those taking some medications/treatments
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(i.e. radiation, chemotherapy, prolonged use of steroids such as
prednisone). Early treatment of symptoms can also help to
shorten the time of infection and lessen the risk of complications.
How do I know if I have shingles?
Make sure to visit a doctor so he/she can examine the rash. If
there is pain or rash near an eye, see a doctor immediately. If left
untreated the infection could lead to permanent eye damage.
What is the treatment?
You will be prescribed antiviral medication to reduce the severity
and duration of symptoms. The medication is most effective in
the first three days after the rash appears.
Is shingles contagious?
A person with shingles can pass the virus to anyone who isn’t
immune to chickenpox. This usually occurs through direct contact
with the open sores of the shingles rash. Until the blisters scab
over, you are contagious and should avoid
physical contact with others.
Can you have a shingles outbreak more
than once?
Yes, unfortunately many seniors have a
repeat outbreak if their immune systems
are under stress. Taking the vaccine can
lessen the chance of a second outbreak.
Sources: Health Canada, Mayo Clinic, World Health
Organization.
Dr Christian Ramirez (Mario
Lopez) from The Bold and
the Beautiful.

SMBH | Autumn 2015
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A d vi c e t o o u r
younger selves
Get more education ~ Elwood MacDonald
Keep on dancing ~ Albania Alfaro & Dorothy Bader
The days are too short ~ Granville Johnson
Go to the islands more ~ David Kent
Learn how to play a musical instrument ~ Andrea Valentini
Never stop learning ~ Marina Taverner
Keep on moving ~ Helen Noah
Accept, adapt & let go ~ Anonymous
Make up your own mind. Be more free to be yourself
and make your own decisions ~ Emily Tattrie
Save more for retirement ~ Anonymous
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Autumn train ride
By Andrea Valentini

I love autumn. I love the warm, sunny fall days, and cool crisp
evenings, portents of the coming season. I love watching the
changing colours, turning the landscape into a riotous quilt of
red, brown and gold.
But my favourite memories of autumn are those of the train ride
to Sudbury. I especially loved the unique beauty of a rainy fall
day as the train made its way north. Once outside of the city, as
the train would pick up speed, the bronze oak leaves would fall
furiously as the front of the train created a small tornado of wind.
It’s hard to explain to people who have never spent time in the
northern areas of this country, so I’ll paint you a picture from my
train window.
Raindrops cling like clear crystal beads to the black telephone
lines, like notes dancing across a page of music. The uniqueness
of the Georgian Pine, anguished and gnarled formed by the
winds off the bay. A beautiful, lonely blue heron by a lake,
standing still, as if waiting for the train to go by. The leafless birch
trees, dazzling white against the dullness of a rainy day.
Waterfalls, egg shell white and copper, rushing into a peaceful
lake, calmed. The sheer face of the dark, jagged rocks of the pre
-Cambrian shield blending into a sky of matching slate grey.
The last remaining autumn leaves, clinging tenaciously to their
branches, the gilded ones glow, the crimson red and mauve long
fallen to the wet ground. The multi coloured moss glowing
against the rain-slicked boulders. The surprising gold of a
tamarind tree, looking like one of those artificial tinsel Christmas
trees, shedding light against the backdrop of the evergreens.
And at last, the train slows, pulls in to the station in Sudbury; and
incongruously, a bright blue deflated balloon lying in the slag
pebbles beside the track.
SMBH | Autumn 2015
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Answers on Page 44.

Enchanted Trivia
1. During the filming of The Wizard of Oz (1939), what was actually used
to lubricate the Tin Man?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Maple syrup
Flat Coca-Cola
Chocolate syrup
Melted molasses

2. The movie Princess Bride (1987) was filmed on location in England at
which estate?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Haddon Hall
Carlisle Castle
Spynie Castle
Cahernane House

3. In the story Alice in Wonderland, what game does Alice play?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Lawn bowling
Backgammon
Badminton
Croquet

4. In the novel The Secret Garden, why is the garden kept a secret?
A)
B)
C)
D)
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It is overrun by snakes
The owner’s wife fell from a tree in the garden and died
Everyone who enters falls into a coma for 100 years
Because an old woman with a house made of candy lives there

5. In Johann David Wyss’ adventure novel The Swiss Family Robinson, the
family survive by building …
A)
B)
C)
D)

A raft made of coconuts
A limestone fort
A tree house
An intelligent robot called an Android

6. Who wrote these lines for a musical which was made into a recent
film: “Into the woods—you have to grope, But that’s the way you learn
to cope. Into the woods to find there’s hope of getting through the
journey.”
A)
B)
C)
D)

Stephen Sondheim
Andrew Lloyd Weber
Mel Brooks
Noel Langley

7. Who is the villain in Rudyard Kipling’s The Jungle Book?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Baloo, a brown bear
Mowgli, a boy
Raksha, an Indian wolf
Shere Khan, a Bengal tiger

8. Who discovers the main mystery behind the German fable of
The Twelve Dancing Princesses?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Rumpelstiltskin
Han Solo, a reputed captain
A soldier wearing an enchanted cloak
Hansel, Gretel’s sister

SMBH | Autumn 2015
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Rake it or leaf it!
Match the leaf to
its name …

a

SUMAC

h

BIRCH
GINKGO BILOBA
b

EASTERN REDBUD
OAK
g

FIG
ELM
c

JAPANESE MAPLE

d

f
e
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Answers on page 44

Jumble
Unscramble the anagrams to
form single words. Use all
the letters in the circled
boxes to form the 3-word
answer. Hint: Dining Room.

O R G E V I T

N O S A B O S
Answers on page 44

D O R G U N E D

N E F L E N

Answer:

By Marina Taverner
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Are you a smarty pants?
Test your knowledge by taking this True or False quiz
Mark each question with a “T” or “F”.
1. Chocolate kills dogs! Chocolate affects a dog's
heart and nervous system.
2. Beavers will bite off their own testicles when confronted
by a predator.
3. Ketchup was sold in the 1830's as a medicine.
4. Dentists recommend that a toothbrush be
kept at least six feet away from a toilet to
avoid airborne particles resulting from the flush.
5. You can catch shingles from
someone who has chickenpox.
6. Marilyn Monroe had six toes
on one foot.
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7. The average four year-old child
asks over four hundred questions a
day.
8."Bookkeeper" is the only word in
English language with three
consecutive double letters.

9. Apples, not caffeine, are
more efficient at waking you
up in the morning.

10. If you are overweight or obese you will eventually
develop Type 2 Diabetes.
11. Cold weather does not cause people to
get sick, rather it's from being indoors a
lot more.
12. If food colouring weren't added to
Coca-Cola, it would be green.

Answers on page 44.
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Submitted by Marina Taverner
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Compositions
Poems, stories & sayings
At Days End
By Miriam Watkins

Is anybody happier because you passed his way?
Does anyone remember that you spoke to him today?
The day is almost over and toiling time is through. Is there
anyone to utter now a kindly word of you?
Can you say tonight, in parting with the day that’s slipping fast,
that you helped a single brother of the many that you passed?
Is a single heart rejoicing over what you did or said?
Does the man whose hopes were fading, now with courage look
ahead?
Did you waste the day or lose it? Was it well or sorely spent?
Did you leave a trail of kindness, or a scar of discontent?
As you close your eyes in slumber do you think that God will say:
“You have earned one more tomorrow by the work you did
today”?
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The Last Rose of Summer
By Thomas Moore
’TIS the last rose of summer
Left blooming alone;
All her lovely companions
Are faded and gone;
No flower of her kindred,
No rosebud is nigh,
To reflect back her blushes,
To give sigh for sigh.
I’ll not leave thee, thou lone one!
To pine on the stem;
Since the lovely are sleeping,
Go, sleep thou with them.
Thus kindly I scatter
Thy leaves o’er the bed,
Where thy mates of the garden
Lie scentless and dead.
So soon may I follow,
When friendships decay,
And from Love’s shining circle
The gems drop away.
When true hearts lie withered
And fond ones are flown,
Oh! who would inhabit
This bleak world alone?
Submitted by Helen Noah
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Time
By Jean Eugenea Lehun

Time is revolving around the earth,
Awakening from Spring’s anticipated birth,
Observing the long winter’s untimely freeze,
Wondering if earth’s power would finally
seize,
The grip of untimely solitude,
To whisper with uncanny attitude!
Uprising – the roots push their utmost,
Flowers show their strength to boast,
We are here to persist and thrive,
To have the ability to rise and survive!
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Pomp and Circumstance
By Grenville Johnson

Downing Street to Grovesnor Square
Whitehall Thames and London Bridge
Grit and Tory wishy washy pomp and circumstance
Ecology biology professor dean psychology
Duke and duchess lords and ladies
Oxford Eton on the Thames
Aristocrats bureaucrats heads of state and bowler hats
Crumpets tea and Chelsea buns
Periwigs and dickey fronts
House of Commons House of Lords
Governors and chancellors
Post horn gallop steed and rider
Hounds and foxes on the run
Gentlemen in fair attire counterparts equestrians
Tallyho ole bramble brier
Bassett beagle country squire
Hedges burrows bogs and furrows Nottingham to Devonshire

SMBH | Autumn 2015
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I Refused
By Miriam Watkins

I refuse to be discouraged, to be sad or to cry;
I refuse to be downhearted, and here’s the reason why:
I have a god who’s mighty, who’s sovereign and supreme;
I have a god who loves me, and I am on his team.
He is all wise and powerful. Jesus is his name;
Though everything is changeable, my god remains the same.
My god knows all that’s happening, beginning to the end;
His presence is my comfort, he is my dearest friend.
When sickness comes to weaken me, to bring my head down low,
I call upon my mighty god, into his arms I go.
When circumstances threaten to rob me of my peace, he draws me close
unto his breast where all my strivings cease.
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When my heart melts within me and weakness takes control, he gathers
me into his arms, he soothes my heart and soul.
The great “I am” is with me. My life is in his hand.
The son of the lord is my hope - it is in his strength I stand.
I refuse to be defeated - my eyes are on my god;
He has promised to be with me, as through his life I trod.
I’m looking past all my circumstances, to heaven’s throne above;
My prayers have reached the heart of God, I’m resting in his love.
I give God thanks in everything,
My eyes are on his face;
The battle’s his, the victory’s mine,
He’ll help me win the race.
I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me,
Vision is not seeing things as they are, but as they will be.
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Lives of great men (and women) all around us,
We can make our lives sublime,
And departing leave behind us,
Footprints on the sands of time.
Submitted by Cynthia Clarke
(words her father told her)

Pine
By Philip Melville

Bent white pine stand tall
Sentinels forever
Mourners
Gnarled black bodies hard against
Scarlet suns
Dark wet feet cold
On the rocky shores
Of Thomson’s grave
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The Story of the
Presumptuous Little Rat from
El Salvador
By Albenia Alfaro

Once upon a time there was a
very presumptuous little rat.
One day the little rat was
sweeping her little house when
suddenly she noticed
somethings sparkly on the floor,
a golden coin. The little rat
picked it up and started to think
what she was going to buy with
it. I know, she thought, I am
going to buy candy … but oh
no, my teeth will hurt. I will
pastries … but oh no, my
stomach will hurt. I know! I will
buy a red ribbon to put on my
tail.
The little rat kept the coin in her
pocket and went to the market.
When she arrived at the market
she asked the man at the store
to give her the best red ribbon
he had. She bought it and went
back to her home. The next day,
the presumptuous little rat got
up, put her ribbon on her little
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tail and went out to her balcony.
At that moment a rooster
appeared and said, “Little rat,
little rat, you are so beautiful,
will you marry me?”
The little rat said, “I don’t know.
What kind of noise do you make
at night?”
The rooster said, “Cock-adoodle-do!”
“Oh no, I am not going to marry
you,” she said, “I don’t like the
noise you make!” The rooster
left sadly and then a dog
showed up. “Little rat, little rat,
you are so beautiful, will you
marry me?” said the dog.
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The little rat said, “I don’t know.
What kind of noise do you make
at night?”

and a white cat showed up.
“Little rat, little rat, you are so
beautiful, will you marry me?”

The dog said, “Woof woof!”

The little rat said, “I don’t know.
What kind of noise do you make
at night?”

“Oh no, I am not going to marry
you,” she said, “The noise you
make scares me!” The dog left
and a pig showed up.
“Little rat, little rat, you are so
beautiful, will you marry me?”
The little rat said, “I don’t know.
What kind of noise do you make
at night?”
The pig said, “Oink oink!”
“Oh no, I am not going to marry
you,” she said, “the noise you
make is too ordinary!” The pig
went back where he came from
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The white cat with a soft and
sweet voice said, “Meow, meow.”
“Oh yes! I will marry you! Your
voice is very sweet,” said the
little rat.
And that is how the
presumptuous little rat and the
sweet-voiced white cat got
married. The two of them lived
happily ever after, and that is the
way this story ends.

Fall Recipes
Yorkshire or Batter Pudding
1/2 cup All-Purpose Flour
1 Large Egg
1/2 cup Milk
1/4 cup Water

Loaf Pan or Muffin Tray
Salt + Pepper
Oil

Combine all ingredients with a whisk or
fork. Beat the mixture for a couple of
minutes until all ingredients are
combined and the mixture is well
aerated. Add 1 Tbsp of oil to the loaf
pan and heat in oven at 375ºF for 10
minutes. Quickly pour mixture into hot pan and put back in the
oven. Check after 45 minutes.
Alternatively, you can use a Muffin Tray. In this case, add 1 tsp of
oil to each cup, heat the tray in the oven and fill each cup 3/4 full.
Traditionally, you serve these with roast beef and gravy. But this
recipe can be used for English-style pancakes, Blintzes, deep
frying fish or Toad in the Hole.
Submitted by Colin Hirons
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Chicken, Asparagus & Mushroom Pie
1 ¼ cup cubed cooked Chicken (2 chicken breasts)
¾ cup cooked fresh Asparagus (the tips are most tender!)
½ cup sautéed fresh Mushrooms
1 tbsp. crushed Garlic
3 strips of Bacon, cooked very well and crumbled up
½ cup shredded medium Cheddar cheese (or your firm cheese
of choice)
3 large Eggs
1 cup Light Cream
2 tsp. Flour
Season with Salt, White Pepper & grated
Nutmeg
Small handful fresh Parsley, chopped
1 unbaked Pastry Shell (9 inches)
Cook two chicken breasts in a pre-heated oven for 15 minutes.
Cut the chicken into cubes and set aside. Steam the asparagus
for 3-5 minutes then dice. Sautee mushrooms in a pan with 1 tsp
butter then chop into small pieces. Grate the cheddar cheese.
Arrange the asparagus and mushrooms on the bottom of pie
shell, then top with the chicken, bacon, garlic and cheese.
In a bowl, beat eggs well then stir in the cream, flour and
seasonings (except for the paprika). Pour the mixture into the
shell and sprinkle with paprika. Note: this is an uncovered pie.
Bake at 375ºF for 45-50 minutes. Poke a knife into the center of
the pie; if it comes out clean, it’s done!
Let stand for five minutes before cutting. This pie should yield
about 5-6 generous servings.

Submitted by Andrea Valentini
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Easy Pumpkin Pie
Source: Martha Stewart’s website

1 pre-made Pie Dough, fitted into a 9-inch pie plate
2 Large Eggs
3/4 cup packed Light-Brown Sugar
1/2 tsp Vanilla Extract
1/2 tsp Salt
2 tsp Pumpkin Pie Spice
1 can or 1 3/4 cup solid-pack Pumpkin
1 cup Half-and-Half
Whipping Cream (for garnish)
Using kitchen shears or a paring knife, trim dough to a 1-inch
overhang. With floured fingers, fold overhang under itself to form
a rim; pinch between thumb and forefinger to form a uniform
edge around rim of plate. Crimp with fingertips. Refrigerate pie
shell until chilled, about 1 hour.
Preheat oven to 350ºF. Line dough with aluminum foil, folding foil
over rim of pie plate. Fill with dried beans or pie weights; bake
until crust is firm, about 20 minutes. Carefully remove foil and
beans. Cool crust completely before filling.
In a large bowl, whisk together eggs, brown sugar, vanilla, salt,
pumpkin-pie spice, and pumpkin. Whisk in half-and-half. Pour
mixture into cooled pie crust. Bake until set, about 1 hour. Cool
on rack at room temperature, 1 hour, then refrigerate to cool
completely. When refrigerating the pie, cover first with paper
towel then plastic wrap to absorb the moisture.
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Farmhouse Herbed Stuffing
Source: www.epicurious.com

8 tbsp Unsalted Butter
2 medium Onions, dice (about 3 cups)
6 stalks Celery with leaves, dice (about 2 1/2 cups)
1 package seasoned Bread Stuffing Cubes or stale bread (cubed)
1/3 cup fresh Parsley, chopped
1 tsp Celery Salt
1 tsp dried Sage, crumbled
1 tsp dried Rosemary, crushed
1/2 tsp dried Thyme, crumbled
Salt + Pepper
1 1/4 cups hot Turkey Stock
In 12-inch, heavy skillet over moderate heat, heat butter until hot
but not smoking. Stir in onion and celery, cover, and cook, stirring
occasionally, until soft, 15 to 20 minutes.
Transfer to large bowl and add stuffing cubes, parsley, celery salt,
sage, rosemary, thyme, salt, and pepper. Stir in 1 1/4 cups hot
stock.
If using to stuff turkey: Use immediately to fill cavities and spread
remainder in baking dish as directed in recipe .
If baking entire recipe as side dish: Preheat oven to 350°F and
butter 3-quart casserole or 9- by 13-inch baking dish. Transfer
stuffing to dish and drizzle with 1/2 cup hot stock. Cover with
aluminum foil and bake until heated through, about 30 minutes.
Uncover and bake until top is slightly crisp and golden, about 10
minutes longer. Serve immediately.
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Roasted Fall Salad
Source: TV chef Nora Singly

6-7 Parsnips, cut into 3-inch-long wedges
1 pound Brussels Sprouts (about 24), trimmed and halved
1 large bunch of Seedless Red Grapes
8 large Shallots, cut into wedges
2 Persimmons, peeled and cut into 1-inch wedges
1/2 bunch fresh Thyme
3 tablespoons Extra-Virgin Olive Oil
2 teaspoons ground Allspice
Coarse Salt and freshly ground Pepper
1/4 cup Sherry-Wine Vinegar
Maldon Sea Salt (optional)

Persimmons

Preheat oven to 475ºF. Place a rimmed baking sheet on the upper
and lower third racks.
In a large bowl, combine parsnips, brussels sprouts, grapes,
shallots, persimmons, and thyme. Add olive oil and allspice and
season with coarse salt and pepper; toss to combine.
Remove hot baking sheets from oven and divide vegetable and fruit
mixture evenly between them, spreading in an even layer. Return
baking sheets to oven and roast, stirring occasionally, until golden
brown and tender, about 35 minutes, rotating baking sheets from
top to bottom halfway through baking.
Remove baking sheets from oven and drizzle with vinegar; shake to
combine. Transfer to a serving platter; drizzle with olive oil and
season with thyme leaves and sea salt. Serve.
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Answers!
Memory Quiz: (pg 19)

Rake it or leaf it! (pg 26)

Count how many you answered
with TRUE:

A) Eastern Red Bud
B) Japanese Maple
C) Oak

5-8: Your brain is functioning okay.
Learn, relax & maintain a healthy
diet.

D) Birch
E) Fig

F) Sumac
9-12: Your brain is in danger. Check
G) Elm
your diet (vitamins, brain foods,
H) Ginkgo Biloba
herbs) and get into yoga.
12-15: Your brain is running on
empty. You should see your doctor. Jumble (pg 27)
Enchanted Trivia: (pg 24)

VERTIGO, BASOON,
GROUNDED, FENNEL

1. C) Oil didn’t photograph as well Phrase: “Serving roast beef”
2. A) The castle in the film is
Haddon Hall - a fortified country Are you a smarty pants? (pg 28)
house, not an actual castle,
1. TRUE
7. TRUE
which dates back to pre-1087.
2. FALSE
8. TRUE
3. D)
4. B)
3. TRUE
9. TRUE
5. C)
6. A)
4. TRUE
10. FALSE
7. D)
8. C)
5. FALSE
11. TRUE
6. FALSE
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12. TRUE
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St Matthew’s Bracondale House
707 St. Clair Ave. West
Toronto ON M6C 4A1
Website: www.smbh.ca
Phone: 416-656-2669 Fax: 416-656-8052
Facebook: Bracondale House
Twitter: @BracondaleHouse

Office hours: Monday—Friday, 9am-5pm
For emergencies after office hours:
please call the Superintendent at 416-824-1767
Upcoming Holiday
The office is closed on Monday, October 12th

